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Abstract

Density control in a wireless sensor network refers to the
process of deciding which node is eligible to sleep (enter
power-saving mode) after random deployment to conserve
energy while retaining network coverage. Most existing ap-
proaches toward this problem require sensor’s location in-
formation, which may be impractical considering costly lo-
cating overheads. This paper proposes a new density con-
trol protocol that needs sensor-to-sensor distance but no
location information. It attempts to approach an optimal
sensor selection pattern that demands the least number of
working (awake) sensors. Simulation results indicate that
the proposed protocol is comparable to its location-based
counterpart in terms of coverage quality and the reduction
of working sensors.

1. Introduction

Rapid progress in wireless communications and micro-
sensing MEMS technology has enabled the deployment of
wireless sensor networks. A wireless sensor network con-
sists of a large number of sensor nodes deployed in a region
of interest. Each sensor node is capable of collecting, stor-
ing, and processing environmental information, and com-
municating with other sensors.

The positions of sensor nodes need not be engineered or
predetermined [1] for the reason of the enormous number
of sensors involved [3] or the need to deploy sensors in in-
accessible terrains [1]. Due to technical limitations, each
sensor node can detect only events that occur within some
range from it. A piece of area in the deployment region is
said to be covered if every point in this area is within the
sensory range of some sensor. The area that are collectively
covered by the set of all sensors is referred to as network
coverage.

As sensor nodes are usually powered by batteries, power-
conserving techniques are essential to prolong their opera-

tion lifetimes. In this paper, we are considering powering
off redundant sensors temporarily after random deployment
to conserve energy while retaining network coverage.Den-
sity control is a process deciding which node is eligible to
sleep (entering power-saving mode), while node scheduling
arranges the sleep time.

Existing approaches toward density control are mostly
location-based [8, 7, 6, 12, 4, 9], meaning that these ap-
proaches require location information of sensors. Location-
based density control algorithms can ensure 100% network
coverage. However, the requirement of location informa-
tion may not be practical if energy-hungry GPS (Global Po-
sitioning System) device is assumed for this purpose. There
are other approaches that control density based on the count
of working neighbors [10], the current node density [6], or
the network coverage expected [11]. These approaches de-
mand no locating devices and are thus more suitable for
small-size sensors. However, it is intrinsic that 100% net-
work coverage cannot be guaranteed.

This paper proposes a new density control protocol that
needs no location information. It attempts to approach
an optimal sensor selection pattern that demands the least
number of working (awake) sensors. Our approach needs
sensor-to-sensor distance information, which can be ac-
quired by some range measurement technique. We con-
ducted extended simulations for performance comparisons
among our protocol and other counterparts. The results in-
dicate that our protocol performs nearly well as a location-
based scheme can do in terms of coverage quality and the
reduction of working sensors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section reviews existing density control protocols and Sec-
tion 3 details our work. Experimental results are presented
in Section 4. The last section concludes this paper.

2. Related Work and Motivation

PEAS [10] is a node density control protocol that de-
mands no location information. In PEAS, all nodes are



initially sleeping. These nodes awake asynchronously and
broadcast a probe message. Any working node receiving
the message should reply. If an awakening node receives
a reply to the probe message, it enters sleep mode again.
Otherwise, it becomes a working node for the rest of its op-
eration life. The performance of PEAS heavily depends on
probing range, the transmission range of the probe message.
A small probe range usually leads to high coverage ratio but
also a large population of working node.

There are also stochastic approaches that alter node den-
sity without location information. In the scheme proposed
in [6], all nodes randomly and independently alternate be-
tween working and sleep modes on a time-slot basis. Given
the probability that a sensor is in working mode, the authors
have analyzed the probability of a point being uncovered. In
[11], the time periods of working and sleep modes are expo-
nentially distributed random variables. Though the method
is stochastic in nature, it is deterministic to set the means
of these two distributions for a specific expected network
coverage.

Most existing density control protocols require location
information. C̆arbunar et al. [4] transform the problem of
detecting redundant sensors to that of computing Voronoi
diagrams. Node location information is required in their
scheme to compute the Voronoi diagram corresponding to
the current node deployment. Xing et al. [9] also exploit
Voronoi diagram to ensurek-coverage, which refers to the
condition that every point in the deployment region is cov-
ered by at leastk sensor nodes. They have shown thatk-
coverage is ensured if every critical point (where two sen-
sor’s coverage areas intersect or a sensor’s coverage area
and border line intersect) is covered by at leastk sensors.
The protocol they proposed needs location information of
every sensor as well.

A coverage-preserving density control scheme presented
in [8] demands that each sensor advertises its location infor-
mation and listens to advertisements from neighbors. After
calculating its coverage and its neighbors’, a node can deter-
mine if it is eligible to turn off its sensory circuitry without
reducing overall network coverage. To avoid potential “cov-
erage hole” due to simultaneous turning off, a back-off pro-
tocol is proposed that requires each off-duty eligible sensor
to listen to other sensor’s status advertisement and, if neces-
sary, announce its own after a random back-off time period
expires. The behaviors of some other schemes [7, 6, 12]
are similar to [8] in that they all require the exchanges of
location information and eligibility status. Among them,
OGDC [12] aims to arrange a particular deployment pat-
tern of working sensors. It has been shown [12] that, to
minimize the population of working sensors while preserv-
ing network coverage, the locations of any three neighbor
sensors should form an equilateral triangle with side length√

3rs, wherers is the sensory range. Extending this argu-
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Figure 1. Optimal deployment pattern that de-
mands the least number of working sensors
to cover entire region

ment, the optimal deployment pattern that requires the least
number of working sensors should be that shown in Fig. 1.
Each working sensorS is surrounded by six working neigh-
bors (co-workers) that from a regular hexagon centered atS
with side length

√
3rs. Provided that the node density is

sufficiently high, it is feasible to seek such a pattern among
all deployed sensors.

Network connectedness is another issue that should be
addressed in density control. It has been proven [12, 9] that
given100% coverage ratio,rt ≥ 2rs suffices to ensure net-
work connectedness, wherert is the transmission range of
every sensor. Many protocols [12, 9] therefore focus on
maintaining full coverage and simply setrt = 2rs to ensure
network connectedness at the same time.

Our approach assumes the availability of a ranging tech-
nology that estimates the distance between pair-wise neigh-
bors. Several ranging techniques have been proposed for
wireless sensor networks. One possible way is to establish
a mathematical or empirical model that describes radio sig-
nal’s path loss attenuation with distance [2]. A received sig-
nal strength indication (RSSI) can thereby be translated into
a distance estimate. Another trend of ranging technologies
turns signal propagation time into distance information. If
the sender and the receiver of a radio signal are precisely
time-synchronized, the distance in-between can be derived
from the time of arrival (ToA). If two signals (one is RF
and the other is acoustic signal, for example) are transmitted
simultaneously, the time difference of the arrivals (TDoA)
can be used for ranging [5].

Signal propagation problems such as environmental in-
terference and multi-path fading introduce estimation errors
to almost all existing ranging technologies. The degree of
errors is environment-dependent. In harsh networking en-
vironments, the errors can be so high that makes ranging
techniques ineffective. Nevertheless, we assume a perfect
ranging scheme behind our work. The motivation of this re-
search is merely to see how well density control can be done



Table 1. Parameter/Timer setting
Parameter/Timer Value

p0 1/n

rt

√
3rs

Ts [0, 0.01]
Tp [0, 0.1]
To 2
Te 0.05
Td 0.25
Tc 5
D1 rt/2
D2 rs

Note: An interval value means a value randomly generated
within the interval.

with range but location information. The results therefore
only stand for those of a best-case study.

3. Proposed Scheme

The basic idea behind our approach is that the deploy-
ment pattern shown in Fig. 1 can be approached without ex-
act location information. If the transmission range of each
sensor in Fig. 1 is uniformly

√
3rs, S’s co-workers are ex-

actly S’s neighbors that have the maximum transmission
distance toS. S can first search for one such co-worker,
say,A, then repeatedly looks for nodes that are both the co-
workers ofS and an already-found co-worker. If the second
co-worker found isB (C), the third co-worker will beC or
D (B or E). If the third co-worker isB or C, the fourth
co-worker will beD or E. In this way, all six co-workers, if
exist, can be found without knowing their exact locations.

3.1. Protocol Description

Our protocol uses three control messages:CO-WORKER

REQUEST, CO-WORKER RESPONSE, andRECRUITMENT

DONE. Table 1 lists settings of some parameters and timers
used by our protocol. Every sensor locally maintains two
lists: neighbor list and co-worker list. The former keeps the
ID (identification) and distance of each neighbor. The latter
records the IDs of known co-workers. EveryCO-WORKER

REQUESTsent by a sensor is attached with the sender’s ID
and its co-worker list.

Figure 2 shows the state transition diagram of the pro-
posed protocol. All nodes are initially in Role-deciding
state, where each node tests if it can become a starting node,
a node that initiates co-worker recruitment. The test is pure
stochastic; a node can be a starting node with initial prob-
ability p0, wherep0 is a variable inversely proportional to

Role-deciding

Starting Node

Test succeeded 

& Ts expired

Waiting

Co-worker Response 

scheduled

Working

Sleep

Sleep eligible

Tc expired

To expired

Sleep eligible

Co-worker

Become a 

co-worker

To expired

Figure 2. State transition diagram of the pro-
posed protocol

the node density of the network. If the test fails, the node
conducts the test again in the following second. The prob-
ability of success exponentially increases with time: it is
min{2i−1p0, 1} in the ith second. The process repeats un-
til the test succeeds or the node hearsCO-WORKER RE-
QUEST from one of its neighbors. The latter case indicates
that some neighbor has successfully become a starting node.
The node ceasing the test process then executes the proce-
dure shown in Fig. 3 to decide whether it is eligible to sleep
or should be a co-worker of its neighbor.

if the distance betweenS andR is less thanD1 then
enter sleep mode directly; skip all the following steps

if R is listed in the attached co-worker listthen
wait Tp seconds
broadcast Co-worker Request and set timerTo

go to Co-Worker state
else// R has not yet replied toS

determine ifR should reply by the rule shown in Table 2
if R need not replythen

enter sleep mode directly
if S is not inR’s neighbor listthen

addS into R’s neighbor list
for each nodei that is in the attached co-worker listdo

addi to R’s co-worker list ifi is R’s neighbor
setTr according to Table 2
go to Waiting state

end if

Figure 3. The procedure for node R to process
Co-worker Request received from S

When the test succeeds, the node waitsTs seconds be-
fore broadcastingCO-WORKER REQUEST. The value of
Ts is randomly chosen to avoid possible transmission colli-



Table 2. The rule of replying Co-worker Re-
sponse

Condition
|L| |L ∩N | Reply? Tr

0 0 Yes dtime
0 Yes dtime+Td

≥ 1 1 or 2 Yes dtime
> 2 No −

Note:L andN are the sets ofS’s co-workers andR’s neigh-
bors, respectively.

sions that may occur when multiple nearby sensors decide
to sendCO-WORKERREQUESTat the same time. If noCO-
WORKER REQUEST is heard during that interval, the node
broadcastsCO-WORKER REQUEST, sets timerTo, and then
enters Starting Node state. If the node hears anotherCO-
WORKER REQUESTbefore it issues its own, the procedure
in Fig. 3 is executed.

The procedure in Fig. 3 decides whether a node receiv-
ing CO-WORKER REQUEST is eligible to sleep or should
be a co-worker. Suppose thatR receivesCO-WORKER RE-
QUEST from S. If R is close toS (i.e., R’s distance to
S is less thanD1), R will enter sleep mode directly as it
does not contribute substantial coverage toS. Otherwise,
the “else” part of the outer if-statement will be executed,
asR has not yet responded to anyCO-WORKER REQUEST

and thus cannot be a co-worker of anyone. The code seg-
ment there determines whetherR need reply toS’s request
and, if it need, how long it should wait before sending the
reply. Table 2 details the decision rule. If more than two
of R’s neighbors are alreadyS’s co-workers,R can sleep
for its expected-low coverage contribution. Otherwise, the
value of the reply delay timerTr is chosen to let the most
appropriate node (the one that is closest to the intended lo-
cation) reply first.

The setup ofTr involves calculating the value ofdtime.
For anyCO-WORKER REQUEST sent fromS to R, let L
andN be the sets of nodes that are the listed co-workers of
S and the neighbors ofR, respectively.dtimein Table 2 is
defined as

dtime= D(S,R) +
∑

j∈L∩N

D(R, j). (1)

FunctionD(i, j) is defined as

D(i, j) =
(

1− exp
(

di,j

rt
− 1

))
,

wheredi,j is the distance between nodesi andj. See Fig. 4.
After Tr is set,R enters Waiting state, in which theCO-

WORKER RESPONSEis scheduled to be sent toS when
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Figure 4. The value of D(i, j) versus the ratio
of di,j to rt

Tr expires.R cancels the scheduled sending (by resetting
Tr), however, if it overhears aCO-WORKER RESPONSEad-
dressed toS at any time beforeTr expires.R does this be-
cause the sender of theCO-WORKER RESPONSEis more
qualified to beS’s co-worker thanR. The overheardCO-
WORKER RESPONSEupdatesR’s neighbor list to include
the sender’s ID. If a newCO-WORKER REQUEST is re-
ceived beforeTr expires, the scheduled sending is canceled
as well and the incoming message is processed by the same
procedure shown in Fig. 3.

The action of aborting the scheduled response on the re-
ceipt of a new request deserves a further note. The sender
of the new request can be an independent starting node or
a co-worker of the one that initiates the first request. We
may devise a thoughtful yet complicated scheme to resolve
the race condition between the old and the new requests.
However, we found through simulations that doing so does
not improve the results significantly. Therefore, we choose
to ignore the old request for the sake of simplicity and the
likelihood of saving power. This approach can save power
as the early sender, expected to be a co-worker firstly, may
be proved sleep-eligible later by the second or subsequent
requests.

After sendingCO-WORKER RESPONSE, R sets timerTc

and stays in Waiting state. SubsequentCO-WORKER RE-
QUEST received beforeTc expires, if any, is processed by
the same procedure (Fig. 3), where the “if” part of the sec-
ond if-statement is executed if the co-worker list attached
with the received request contains this node’s ID. In that
case, this node has been recruited by some starting node.
The node then broadcasts its ownCO-WORKER REQUEST

and enters Co-Worker state. If no further message is re-
ceived beforeTc expires, the node enters working mode di-
rectly. If a RECRUITMENT DONE is received and its dis-
tance to the sender is less thanD2, the node enters sleep
mode directly.

Before nodeS enters Starting Node or Co-worker state,
it must have broadcasted aCO-WORKER REQUEST mes-



On receiving Co-worker Response from nodeR
addR’s ID and distance toS into S’s neighbor list
if the message is addressed toS andR is notS’s co-workerthen

addR’s ID to S’s co-worker list
if first receivedthen

reset timerTo

set timerTe

first received= false
end if

end if

expired Te then
broadcast Co-worker Request with the updated co-worker list
set timerTo

first received= true
end expired

expired To then
broadcastRECRUITMENT DONE

end expired

Figure 5. The procedure for node S to
process Co-worker Response replied by R.
first receivedis initially true.

sage and set timerTo. In either state, if the corresponding
CO-WORKER RESPONSEis not received beforeTo expires,
S simply broadcastsRECRUITMENT DONE and then enters
working mode. If aCO-WORKER RESPONSEfrom nodeR
is received or overheard,S putsR into its neighbor list. IfR
is not yetS’s co-worker and this message is addressed toS
(i.e., not a overheard message),S addsR into its co-worker
list, resetsTo, waits some time for additional responses (if
any), and then broadcasts a newCO-WORKER REQUEST

with the updated co-worker list. This givesS another call
for additional co-workers and also instructs all its new co-
workers to start their own recruitment. The detailed pro-
cedure for handlingCO-WORKER RESPONSEis shown in
Fig. 5.

3.2. Discussion

We shall now analyze the range ofdtimeand then clar-
ify the design philosophy behind the decision rule shown in
Table 2. Letdi,j be the distance between nodesi andj. For
a nodeR receivingCO-WORKER REQUEST from nodeS,
we havedS,R ≥ 0.5rt since otherwiseR will enter sleep
mode directly. It follows that0 ≤ D(S,R) ≤ 1 − e−0.5.
For all other nodesj ∈ L ∩N , whereL andN are the sets
of S’s co-workers andR’s neighbors, respectively, we have
0 ≤ D(R, j) ≤ 1− e−1 since0 ≤ dR,j ≤ rt. Accordingly,

S AS AC

(b)(a)

C

B

Figure 6. S is a staring node and A is a re-
cruited co-worker. Solid and dotted lines
correspond to sensory and communication
ranges, respectively.

the range ofdtimeis




[0, 1− e−0.5] if |L| = 0,
[Td, 1− e−0.5 + Td] if |L| > 0 and|L ∩N | = 0,
[0, 2− e−0.5 − e−1] if |L| > 0 and|L ∩N | = 1,
[0, 3− e−0.5 − 2e−1] if |L| > 0 and|L ∩N | = 2.

The objective of the decision rule in Table 2 is to pick up
sensors that nearly form an equilateral triangle to be work-
ing nodes. First consider the scenario in Fig. 6(a), whereS
is a staring node andA is a co-worker that has responded
to S’s request. Suppose nowS broadcasts the secondCO-
WORKERREQUEST. Though it appears thatC contributes a
larger coverage area thanB does,S should recruitB rather
thanC in this case as nodesS, A, andB nearly form an
equilateral triangle.C should be recruited later.

By Table 2 and (1),B will respond toS afterD(S, B)+
D(B, A) seconds (as|L| = 1 and |L ∩ N | = 1) while C
will do so afterD(S, C) + Td seconds (as|L| = 1 and
|L ∩ N | = 0). Observe thatD(S, B) ' D(S, C), soB’s
response will be sent earlier thanC ’s if

dB,A

rt
> 1 + ln(1− Td). (2)

With the default value ofTd (0.25 in Table 1), (2) implies
thatB will respond earlier thanC (and hence causes a can-
cellation ofC ’s response) ifdB,A > 0.71rt. Therefore,B
rather thanC will be the next recruited co-worker. Never-
theless,C still has the chance to respond to the secondCO-
WORKER REQUEST. But this happens only whenB’s re-
sponse message is garbled due to transmission errors, simi-
lar to the case ofC in Fig. 6(b).

Next consider the scenario in Fig. 7, whereS is a star-
ing node andA andB are recruited co-workers. Suppose
now S broadcasts the thirdCO-WORKER REQUEST. In
Fig. 7(a),C should respond earlier thanD becauseS, B,
and C nearly form an equilateral triangle. (C also con-
tributes a larger coverage area thanD does.)
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Figure 7. S is a staring node and A and B are
recruited co-workers. Solid and dotted lines
correspond to sensory and communication
ranges, respectively.

Table 3. Simulation setup
Parameter Setting

Network size 50× 50 and100× 100

Sensor deployment Random (uniform distribution)
MAC IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA

Sensor population 100 – 1000
Sensory range (rs) 10

Communication range (rt) 2× rs (PEAS and OGDC) or√
3× rs (Ours)

Probing range (for PEAS) 8, 9, or 10
Data transmission rate 60 Kbps

By our design,C will respond toS after D(S, C) +
D(C, B) ' 0 seconds whileD will do so afterD(S, D) +
D(D,A)+D(D,B) seconds. So normallyC responds ear-
lier thanD, unlessS does not receiveC ’s response. In con-
trast, bothC andD in Fig. 7(b) can be the next recruited co-
worker, asD(S, C) + D(C, B) ' D(S, D) + D(D, A) +
D(D,B) ' 0.

4 Experiments and Results

We conducted simulations with ns-2 network simulator1

for performance comparisons among three representative
node-density control methods: PEAS, OGDC, and the pro-
posed scheme. Table 3 details the simulation setting.

4.1 Population of Working Nodes

We first measured the number of working nodes. We as-
sumed that all sensors are initially awake and counted the

1http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/
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Figure 8. Number of working nodes in a (a)
50× 50 and (b) 100× 100 network
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Figure 9. Coverage ratio in a (a) 50 × 50 and
(b) 100× 100 network

number of working sensors after running each density con-
trol protocol. Fig. 8 shows the obtained results. All values
are averaged over ten experiments.

As can be seen from the figure, OGDC yields the least
number of working sensors, followed by our protocol and
then PEAS. OGDC’s results also have a desirable property:
the number of working sensors does not increase with the
overall sensor population. In contrast, the population of
working sensors picked by PEAS family increases with the
probing range as well as the overall sensor population.

4.2 Coverage Ratio

To calculate network coverage, we divided the whole de-
ployment area into1 × 1 grids, where a gird is said to be
covered if the center of the grid is covered by some sen-
sor. Coverage ratio is defined to be the ratio of the number
of covered grids to the whole. When the network is parti-
tioned, only the largest connected component (the one that
covers the largest area) will be considered in the coverage
ratio calculation. Therefore, even though network connect-
edness was not explicitly gauged, it is reflected by the de-
gree of network coverage. Fig. 9 shows the results averaged
over ten experiments.

In Fig. 9(a), PEAS with probing range 8 has the highest
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Figure 10. Sleep × coverage ratio in a (a) 50×
50 and (b) 100× 100 network

coverage ratio. PEAS with probing range 9 or 10 did not
perform well if less than 300 sensors were deployed. The
performance of our method is next to PEAS but generally
better than OGDC. We observed the same trend in Fig. 9(b)
when the number of sensors is larger than 500. When only
100 sensors were deployed, OGDC has the best coverage.
However, it is overtaken by PEAS and our protocol as the
number of sensors increases.

4.3 Overall Performance Index

The above results reveal that a density control scheme
may trade the ratio of sleep sensors for coverage ratio. We
therefore propose sleep ratio multiplying coverage ratio as
an overall performance index. This index emphasizes the
balance between sleep and coverage ratios, as favoring sleep
or coverage ratio alone usually does not lead to a high index
value.

Figure 10 shows the results for this index. Clearly,
OGDC has the highest value, followed by our protocol.
PEAS family performs the worst, especially with probing
range 8. The reason for the poor performance of PEAS with
probing range 8 despite its highest coverage ratio is due to
the fact that it selects more working sensors than actually
needed.

4.4 Time Domain Comparison

The above comparisons focus on space domain, meaning
that all values were measured by running a density control
protocol right after sensors were deployed. These values
actually may change over time, as some sensors may die
for power exhaustion. In light of this, we also made perfor-
mance comparisons in time domain.

We applied an energy model similar to that used by
PEAS [10]. The power consumptions in reception, idle, and
sleep modes are 4 mW, 4 mW, and 0.01 mW, respectively.
The power consumption in transmission mode is 20 mW if
rt = 20 m and 16 mW ifrt = 10×√3 m. For OGDC, the
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Figure 11. Number of working nodes versus
time in a 50 × 50 network with (a) OGDC and
(b) our protocol
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Figure 12. Coverage ratio versus time in a 50×
50 network with (a) OGDC and (b) our protocol

energy consumed in node locating was ignored in our en-
ergy model. Total 300 sensors are deployed, each has initial
power of 1 W.

We assumed that all sensors are time synchronized, wak-
ing up and making powering-off decisions every 100 sec-
onds. We excluded PEAS in our time-domain comparisons
for its work-to-death behavior not fitting our alternating
work-sleep model.

Figure 11 shows how the number of working nodes
changed in every ten seconds. The observed periodic fluc-
tuations deserve an explanation. The population of working
nodes raises every 100 seconds due to scheduled executions
of the density control protocol. However, working sensors
rapidly exhausted their energy, as a working sensor in idle
mode dissipates at least 0.4 W per 100 seconds. So the
working sensor population drops before the next scheduled
execution.

After nearly 3000 seconds of executions, both methods
cannot find out sufficient number of working sensors to
maintain coverage. Fig. 12 shows the change of coverage
ratio over time. It was observed that our superiority over
OGDC in terms of coverage (Fig. 9) disappears. The reason
is that our approach uses more working nodes than OGDC
initially, resulting in fewer available sensors later.
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Figure 13. Network residual power versus
time in a 50× 50 network.

Finally, Fig. 13 demonstrates how the amount of resid-
ual power decreases with time. If no density control is con-
ducted, all sensors die after 250 seconds. In contrast, both
OGDC and the proposed protocol extend network life time
to over 5000 seconds. OGDC consumes less energy than
our protocol, as it usually finds fewer working nodes.

5 Conclusions

We have reviewed existing density control protocols and
presented a distance-based approach. Extended simulations
have been conducted for performance comparisons between
the proposed protocol and its counterparts. When compared
with PEAS, an elegant counter-based approach, the pro-
posed method can find fewer working sensors while main-
taining a similar coverage level. Our approach performs
nearly the same as OGDC, a state-of-the-art location-based
protocol, when considering both the reduction of working
nodes and coverage ratio. Time-domain simulation results
show that the proposed protocol consumes a little more en-
ergy than OGDC does. But this was obtained when the cost
of locating incurred by OGDC is not taken into account.

In the future, we shall refine our protocol design for fur-
ther reduction of working sensors. The number of control
messages should be decreased to save power. Timer values
and other parameters should be fine tuned to shorten pro-
tocol execution time, as more energy can be saved if nodes
can enter sleep more earlier. Finally, it is interesting to see
any efforts at integrating our protocol with a node locating
scheme, as they all require range information.
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